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ABSTRACT
X,kre report recent ground-based photornetry of the transiting super-Earth exoplanet GJ 121413 at se
eral wavelenggth.s, including the? infrared near 1.25/in (J-band). "ke observed a J-hand transit with the
FLA"IINGOS infrared irna.^;er and the 2.1-meter telescope on Kitt Peak_ and eve observed several optical
transits using a. 0.5--meter telescope on Kitt Peak and the 0.36-ineter Universidad de Monterrey Observa-
tory telescope. Our high-precision J-band obse=rvatiwas exploit the brightness of the \J-dwarf host star at
this infrared wavelength is compared to the optical. as well as being signihc.antly less affected fait stellar
 and limb darkening. Nk'e fit the J-band transit to obtain an independent deterinination of the
planetary and stellar radii. Our radius for the planet(2.61.4"' r0 Ri ) is in excellent agreement with the
discovery Value: reported by Charbonneau et al. based on optical data.. TVe demonstrate that the plane-
tary radius is insensitive to degeneracies in the fitting process. «e use all of our observations to improve
the transit ephei n_ris, finding P --_: 1-5804043 L 0,0000005 daS s.. and T(, -=_- 2454964.94390 =i 0.00006 BJD.
Subleet, headings: stars: planetary systems - transits - techniques: photometric
. INTRODUCTION
A current frontier in extrasolar planet research is the
detection and atmospheric characterization of super-Earth
exoplanets orbiting nearby M-dwarf stars (Charbonneau
Denning 2007). The recent detraction of GJ 1214b (Char-
bonneau et al. 2009) is a significant step toward this fron-
tier. GJ 1214b was found by the M arth survey of nearby
Xl-dwarfs (Nlutzinari & C"harbonneau 2008), and it is the
first super-Earth exoplanet discovered by a ground-based
photometric method. The radius of GJ 12141) derived from
the discovery' observations (2-68 Pi,;,, sere Table 1) indicates
that the planet has a- lower molecular weight composition
such as an ocean planet, but alternative compositions
remain possible (-Miller-Ricci k:.Fort:ney 2010: Roo-ors &
Seager 2010). Inferences concerning the composition of
GJ 12141) depend on a securely measured radius. Iii this
regard it is valuable to measure the transit in the infrared
JR}. IR transit observations are less sensitive to stellar
activity and limb-darkening ; compared with optical wwrave-
lenoths. Reduced sensitivity to these effects helps establish
a more robust planetary radius, GJ 1214 is also the tar--
get of several near-term observational prograns using both
HST and Spitzer, so recent ground-based transit observa-
tions can benefit the space-borne programs by improving
the precision of the transit ephertions.
In this Letter we present, rewults from high-precision pho-
tometry of a transit of GJ 12141) observed in the, J--band
(1.25 pm), and several less precise transits ht the optical.
Our IR. transit data provide an independent, check on the
planetary radius derived by Charbonneau et al. (2009)
frorn the optical discovery observations, and the totality
of our recent transit data allow ils to si.anificantly improve
the transit ephemeris.
2. OB ERN ATiONS AND PHOTOMETRY
2.1. Obse-noations
W'e observed transits of GJ1214b using the Universi-
clad de Monterrey Observatory (^ .1) telescope on UT
date=s April 29, June 6 & 17, 2010. UDEM is a small pri-
vate college observatonv having Minor Planet Center Code.
7201, and is located at 689 ineters altitude in the suburbs
of Monterrey, Wxico. The I?DEM data were acquired
using an 1,.-band  filter € n the 0.36-rrteter reflector, with a
1.2 530x1024-pixel CCD camera at 1.0 arc-sec per pixel scale_
GVe observed an additional transit on UT May 29, 2010 us-
ing two telescopes on Kitt Peak. Z,X` e used the 2.1-meter
reflector with the FLAMINGOS 2048x2048-pixel infrared
miager (ElstoxJ 1998), and a J-band (1.25 yin) filter, at O.6
arc-sec per pixel scale. Followin g- the conclusion of nightly
public programs, we have access to the 0.5-meter telescope
at the Kitt Peak Visitor Center ('VCTI. Simultaneous with
the 2.1-hater J-band observations, we observed the 11rlay
29 transit using the VCT and a 3072x2048 CCD camera at
0.45 aresec per pixel. The VCT observations were planned
to use the z-ba.nd filter. but clue to a filter wheel error these
data were actually acquired in a B fitter. Observations at
all three telescopes used a defocus to improve the pho-
tometric precision, and all used off-axis guiding to main-
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tain pointing stability. Exposure times were 30-Seconds at
the 2.1-meter, 60 seconds at the VC^T, and 120-seconds at
UDE-M. All of the optical CCD exposures were binned 2x2
to facilitate rapid readout.
Flat-field observations were acgiflred at all three: obser-
vatories using either twili ht skit (LiDEM and VCT) or
a series of night-sky F A-IMINGOS exposures, incorporat-
ing pointing offsets to allow r(miova.l of stars via a median
filter.
2.2. Photwuefr,y
Subsequent to (lark current Subtraction and division by
a hat-field frame, we performed aperture photometry oil
the target star and comparison stars. The 20-arcnrin field
of FLAMINGOS provided 8 corrtparison stains of compa-
rable 113. brightness to GJ 1214. NVe used 7-pixel circular
aperture radii to measure the stars. 'We measured the sky
background surrounding each star using an annulus with
an inner radius of 9-pixels and an outer radius of 44-pixels.
Normalizing GJ 1214 to the the comparison stars yielded
a transit light curve with anobserved scatter thatvaried
from 0.002 to 0.0015 as a function of thine. due to the de-
creasing airrnass during the observations. NVe found that
the best results were obtained by averaging the ratios of
GJ 1214 to each comparison star. This produced smaller
scatter than the method of ratioirrg GJ 1.214 to the sure of
all the comparison stars. We estimated m error for each
GJ 1214 photometric point as the standard deviation of
the ratio to the Individual comparison stars, divided by
the square root of their number (error of the mean). The
scatter in the photometr;v is approximately 65ie greater
than these estimates, so we. increased our error estimates
by this factor to facilitate= mare accrn'ate y 2 analyses (see
below).
After normalizing to the comparison stars, the GJ 1214
data clearly reveal the transit but with low-order curvature
in the out of transit baseline. It is probable that this base-
line curvature is caused by differences in the effective wave-
lengths of the J-bandpass as a function of stellar color, in
combination with the wavelength-variation in telluric way
ter vapor absorption. ^Ve account for this baseline using
a 4th-order polynominal fit, simultaneous with the transit
fit (see Sec, 3). Photometry of the UDE 4i and V CT data
used sirrlilar procedures as for the FLA-MINGOS data. ex-
cept that the biL-Whne was modeled as a linear function
of airinass. Figure I shows the a transits that we have
observed. Figure 2 replots the J-band transit. showing
both the raw photometry and basehne-removed photome-
try-. and overplots a theoretical transit carve based on the
(Charbomzeau et. al, 2009 , systen parameters.
3. D RIX-WrION OF STELLAR AND PI NE"-l'ARY RADII
Our J-band transit data have greater photometric pre(J-
sion than our optical data (see Figure 1), Nlor eover. stellar
limb darkening and activity signatures area reduced at II?,
wavelengths compared to the optical. Therefore we use
only our J-band data to fit for the exoplanet and stellar
radius. but we use all of our transit data to update the
transit ephemeris.
Given an estimate of the stellar mass, three unknowns
stellar and plan€tary radii, and iini act parameter) follow
front three constraints (transit depth and duration, and
iubress/egress tune). The solution is only weakly affected
by errors ire the adopted stellar mass (Brown et at. 2001).
Given also that the IR limb darkening is weak, we fix both
the stellar inass and limb darkening in our fitting for radii.
Nk"e, adopt the stellar mass (0.157 solar masses) given by
Charbo.nneau et al. (2009). and the model-atinosphere-
base.d square-root limb darkening coefficients for 'M--dwarf
stars derived by Claret (1998).
N,e. calculate transit curves nurnericall y, using a tile--the-
star procedure; with adaptive-mesh tiles to maximize the
precision. The transit curve that results from the Char-
bonneau et al. (2009) system parameters. and the Claret
(1998) limb-darkening, is illustrated in the lower panel of
Figure 2. For Figure 2. we overlaid this transit curve oil.
our data by first reproving the baseline*, frorn they data. XN,'e
then varied the central transit tinge to find the best fit.
not charrrging the depth or shape; of the curve. It pro-
vides an excellent fit, note particulariv that it accounts for
the. sharp in;ress/egresss portions of the data (Figure 21.
This agreement irnmediatelyi suggests that the Charbon-
neatr or al. (2000) radii are not signficautly affected by
limb-darkening errors_, or stellar activity. Note also that
the transit curve still contains significant. curvature. un-
like transit curve at far-111 wavelengths (Richardson et
al. 2006). wheat stellar limb darkenin g is virtually zero.
The linear limb darkening coefficient for this M--dwarf star
is about a factor of two lower in J-band than in 1-band
(Claret 1998).
Given that the Charbonneeau et al. (2009) systein pa-
rarnete.rs are very close to best-fit values for cnrr J-band
data, we identify a refined solution as follows. NVe gener-
ate a 2-1) grid of transit curves centered on the Charbon-
neau eat al. (2009) values, as a function of the stellar radius
and impact parameter. At. each grid point. we find the
best corresponding exoplanet radius by scaling the depth
of the transit curve and fitting it to the raw photometry
simultaneously with the baseline polynorninal, using linear
regression. (Scaling the depth of the transit curve relies
on the excellent aapproximatmn that the transit depth is
primarily dependent can the ratio of planetary-to-stellar ra-
dius, and not on the impact, parameter.) NVe also shift each
transit. curve in tinge for the bast fit,. At each grid point
we calculate. the ) 2 of the 17est fit, and the location of the
rnminium k2 gives orrr global best-lit stellar raidius, inlpaiet
parameter. and planetary radius. t ae%e determine errors on
these quantities via the range of values contained within a
;IV Z contour of a given significance. The results are given ill
Table L
.
 except for the best-fit central transit timer - that
is included with the optical trarisit times in Table 2.
To fit our four optic;a? transits, we use the; Claret (M)S)
limb darkening coefficients to generate= Synthetic; transit
curves at the optical wavelengths, Nye shift these in time,
without varying their depth, to find the best central time
for each transit. Those times are listed in Table 2. Nye
combine our Table 2 transit tunes with the individual tran-
sits given by Charbonneau et al. (2009) to derive an up-
dated epherrr(ris, listed in T'al)le. 1.
4, TIES LTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure= 3 shows our contours of ;)( 2 for the. fit to our J--
band transit. converted to standard deviations, acid sho'%rn
in the plane defined by stellar radius ,and impact paaraarn-
Transits of GJ 121=1b
eter. Our x2 minimum (square on Figure. 3) occurs at a
smaller stellar radius arid smaller impact pa arneter than
found by Charbonneau et 81, (2009), N e do not regard
this difference as physic°allY significant because: 1) it can
reflect a degeneracy in the fitting process, 2) the difference
is not much greater than the Charbonneau e=t al. (2009)
error range in combination with our errors - the Charbon-
neau et al. (2009) values are within our 2(T contour, and
3) our radius  for the planet is in excellent agreement with
Charbonneau et al. (2009j.
The contours in Figure 3 trace a parabolic locus wherein
a larger stellar radius can trade-off versus a larger impact
parameter (Le., transit at higher latitude) to produce the
same transit duration. In the limit- of a small planet and
zero limb darkening, a chord at high latitude across a large
star would produce the sarne transit curve as a chord at
low latitude across a small star. This mild degeneracy
is broken by the duration of ingress and egress, so that
stellar radii exceeding approximately 0.238.,:, lice outside
contours of acceptable ,^'. NV, (-, derive a Value for the p1mi-
etary radius (li,,'^ by examining the Rr, valms, at points
lying within the lu contour (that first contour is not illus-
trated on Figure 3), This ,yields R,, 2.fi1 -"o-'OR , where
the asy-mm(Arie error range reflects the fact that the radii
are not distributed symmetrically within the coritoun NA'e
also derived best-fit values for the stellar radius and impart
parameter, and these are listed in Table 1 for comparison
to the Charbonnc.^tiu et al, (2009) results. Our error range
for the impact parameter (a factor of two) is relatively
large, reflecting the degeneracy discussed above. However,
our radius for the planet has a much smaller fractional
variation within the la contour, and is in excellent agree-
irmit with Charbonneau et al. (2009). We conclude: 1)
our value for the planetary radius is relatively- insensitive
to the. mild degeneracy between stellar radius and impact
parameter, and 2) the discovery value for the radius of
this super- ':arth (Charbonneau et al. 200)9) is unlikely to
be signific.antlyr affected by uncertainty in the Uptieal limb
darkening, or affected by stellar activity.
We are extreinely grateful to Dr. Dick Joyce for con-
siderable and repeated help with FLsANENGOS, that cort-
tributed significantly- to the success of our J-hand photom-
ctry at the 2-meter telescope. NN'e are also grateful to an
anonymous referee for a swift and insightful review.
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Transits of GJ 1-21.41)	 n
BEST-PIT EAIATS FOR PLANETARY AND STELI,AN RADII, IMPACT PARAMETER. AND FI'IIENIBR14 PARAM IERS. CO-N-1PARFO TO THE
RESULTS OF CHARBONNFAI ET AL. f2()f)9j,
15ara.rneter	 Best fitted value	 Charbonnean et a1.(2009) Values
I'-1 tary rachus	 2.61.=€3 ^R^,	2.678 = 0.13R, -u.Ir
Stellar radius	 0.201 i 010—R' . 	 0.2110 0.0097 R,,
Impact parameter	 0.3.7`x'€i.i^^	 0.354
Ccnt.ral transit tune 2454964.94390 ± 0.00006 (UTC-BJD) 2454983.9087558 0.0000901
Orbital period	 1.5804043 _-. 0.000000;5 days 	 1.5803925 - 0.0000117
Note: Charboyineau et al. (2009) list only individual ruc cured transit times, not an averaacd epoch, XVe quote their most
precise individual trarl:5it.
Tikfi I : 2
TI'd135 w CJ 1214B TR NS11' CF'NTER, c,]V I ^ As U.-FC;-B ASSO 13.I1)
TAT Date Telosc pe Filter RID & Error (irs)
- pril N, 2010 UDEi\4 IE, 2455315.79343 ± 0.00042
N'lay 29, 2010 IMP 2-m T 2455 345,82126 ± 0.00014
Mav 29, 2010 Fit' VCT 13 2455345.821133 -1- 0.00037
Junes 6, 2010 UDENI I,, 2455353.72332	 0.000136
June 17. 210 UDEh1 1,. 245536178669 f 0.00029
Note; Adding thesc transit tunes to those of Charbonne=an et al. (2009), gives the best-fit cphemeris paranicters (perio(i
and transit time.) hsted in Table I.
